Creating your Poster

To provide the best experience, review this document to prepare your poster.

NOTE: We encourage our presenters to share unpublished material. The ISSCR strictly prohibits the recording (photography, screen capture, audio, or video), copying or downloading of scientific results from the sessions, presentations, and posters at any ISSCR meeting. View our meeting policies here.

Create your Poster: Physical Poster REQUIRED for in-person poster presenters. Use these instructions and guidelines for designing a poster that visually presents your research or clinical project. Structure your poster similarly to a research paper or journal article.

• Brief sections: introduction (rationale or review of relevant research), methods, results, conclusion/summary, and key references list
• Use images, charts, diagrams, etc., with limited text to attract attention.

Example:

IMPORTANT: Posters must not exceed Width – 841mm x Height – 594 mm (standard A1 sized paper in landscape orientation)
• Use 36-point type for section headings and 24-point type for text is recommended for easy reading.
• Print a single sheet (size A1 in landscape orientation) for easy transportation
• Due to fire regulations, no tables, chairs, or electrical hook-ups will be allowed near the posters.
• Pins will be provided onsite to attach your posters to the poster boards.
• You must make your own arrangements if you are planning to print your poster.

Questions? Contact ISSCR Staff at abstracts@isscr.org